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Off-duty police picket City Hall

By Leanne Waxman
Staff Writer

Off-duty Carbondale patrol officers began picketing in front of City Hall Monday morning to protest the city's rejection of union salary increases. The picketing is expected to continue until a settlement is reached.

While the picketing does not represent a strike, police officers will continue to carry their placards in front of City Hall and at the entrance of the city complex at East College and Lincoln Streets during their off-duty hours, according to the union's president.

Despite Monday's rain, members of the Carbondale Police Officer's Association handed out informational packets to motorists and visitors. The union organized the picketing to protest the city's rejection of its salary increase proposal.

Legislators differ on ERA's chances

By Diana Pruner
Staff Writer

The Illinois House is expected to vote on the Equal Rights Amendment for the eighth time in nine years Wednesday, and Southern Illinois legislators offer differing viewpoints on the chances of its passage this time around.

Illinois represents the only major northern industrial state not to ratify the amendment. The proposed amendment has been ratified by 35 states and must be passed by three more by 1982 to become part of the U.S. Constitution.

Rep. Bruce Richmond, D-Murphysboro, an ERA supporter, says the amendment has a good chance of passing this time because the makeup of the House has changed since the last time the measure was brought up. Several dozen new members of the House have never voted on the issue.

"I am told by the sponsor (Rep. John Mattiacevich, D-North Chicago) that he has enough votes, and apparently he believes he has a very good chance of getting it through this time around," Richmond said.

But Sen. Gene Johns, D-Marion, an ERA opponent, sees the situation much differently.

"Support for the amendment is further than it has ever been before," Johns said.

Most of the mail he has received from constituents on the issue has been negative, Johns said, and this indicates to him that most of the people in his district are against passage of ERA.

ERA supporters must muster 10 votes in the House for passage. Between 1972 and 1978, ERA failed the House six times and the Senate four. It passed each chamber once, but not the same year. It was not called for vote in either chamber in 1979.

Rep. Ralph Dunn, R-Du Quoin, said he has supported the amendment each time it has come up and will vote for it again this year. He said he thinks it will pass in the House but has no idea of its chances in the Senate.

On the floor of the House last week, Dunn said he had just been called off the floor and "been spun" by 1,000 anti-ERA demonstrators.

"I think by now it's something just about 'everybody wishes us every day, one way or the other,'" Dunn said.

Legislators have been the targets of pro- and anti-ERA lobbying groups' letter-writing campaigns ever since the issue has confronted them. Some legislators say they receive a great deal of mail and telephone calls from their constituents while others say the voters in their districts appear to be apathetic.

Rep. Virgil Birchler, D-Chester, an ERA opponent, said he has received quite a bit of mail on the issue, but it appears to come from just a few sources.

He said he contacted several people who allegedly sent him letters urging him to vote against ERA and found that many had never sent them.

"They said they had just been asked if they supported equal pay for equal work. When they said 'yes,' their names were signed to letters supporting ERA," Birchler said.

He said he also gets mail every day urging him to oppose the measure.

The city's refusal of the amendment has been negative, according to Chairman of the Illinois Equal Rights Amendment Committee Randy Brewer.

"It cannot be disputed that keeping sidewalks free from snow and ice is closely related to public welfare," the city's public works director said.

Carbondale then appealed to the Illinois Supreme Court, which last Dec. 26 upheld the state equal rights law and the snow-removal ordinance as proper exercises of police power.

"This ordinance compels citizen use of their property for the public welfare," the court said.

"It is not clear whether keeping sidewalks clear of snow and ice is such a burden on the private good of the property owner as to make it unconstitutional," the court said.
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Brewer said Carbondale's city crews are better equipped than individual residents for snow removal, making the ordinance "clearly arbitrary and unreasonable."

"Using the same rationale, certain citizens could be required to repair and maintain the public street itself, or even the courthouse steps," the court said.

Specifically, Brewer said the city and the state can require the ordinance violate his rights to property, privacy and equal protection.
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Apartment residents in Carbondale have been forced to evacuate their apartments due to water damage.

**By Leanne Wixman**

Sixteen Southern Hills residents were forced to evacuate their apartments Monday afternoon after their building began to leak. The situation was discovered earlier Monday when water appeared on the second floor.

Residents of Building 134 were to have slept in a motel Monday night and may not be able to return to their apartments Tuesday because water seepage from Monday's torrential rain damaged personal belongings as well as the building's structure according to University Housing Director Sam Rinella.

Work that began last week to install a new roof on the 10-unit building was halted Monday night and workers from the Mount Vernon-based local of the Roofers and Waterproofers Union began picketing the entrance to Southern Hills. The workers protested against the Hannum Roofing and Sheet Metal Co. Inc of Paducah, charging the company was unfair to labor, a charge that Jed Rippon said is unfounded.

Workers from the Paducah local, who were installing the roof, refused to cross the picket line. The Hannum company was contracted by the University to install the roof.

Residents will be relocated to either vacant Evergreen Terrace apartments or to empty Southern Hills apartments if their residences are not ready to be occupied Tuesday.

The University will foot the hotel bill for the residents, Phillips said. Though the cost of the damage is not known, Rinella said reimbursements will be worked out for residents for damaged personal property.

The workers were installing a rubber membrane roof surface.

**FBI to investigate inmate stabbings**

By Diana Penner

Carbondale FBI agents have been called in to assist Marion prison officials in an investigation of two inmate stabbings at the maximum security facility over the weekend, a spokesman for the federal agency said Monday.

Richard Phillips, executive assistant to the warden, said the stabbings occurred about 1:15 p.m. Sunday. He said the stabbings are believed to be isolated, although they took place in different locations in the prison.

Phillips said inmates Winfred Paynter III and Eugene Cunningham III, were stabbed with homemade knives fashioned from pieces of inmate lockers. Phillips said he does not know if the inmate slayings were related, but he said several inmates are being held in connection with the incidents.

Cunningham received a severe wound to the warden, said the stabbings occurred at about 1:15 p.m. Sunday. He said the stabbings are believed to be isolated, although they took place in different locations in the prison.

Phillips said inmates Winfred Paynter III and Eugene Cunningham III, were stabbed with homemade knives fashioned from pieces of inmate lockers. Phillips said he does not know if the inmate slayings were related, but he said several inmates are being held in connection with the incidents.

Cunningham received a severe wound to the warden, said the stabbings occurred at about 1:15 p.m. Sunday. He said the stabbings are believed to be isolated, although they took place in different locations in the prison.

**SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES**

Bendix Corporation, Electrical Components Division, Sidney, New York, has a large number of openings for summer professional employment and is seeking individuals with a background in Aviation Technology and pursuing a bachelor's curriculum in business, marketing, management, etc.

Interested parties should contact or bring resume to: Marilyn DeTomasl, Placement Counselor, Career Planning and Placement Center, Woody Hall 8-204.

Company will provide assistance in relocating for summer.

---

**Super Summer Selection**

Air Conditioned
Carpeted
Mobile Homes
Houses

Call: 549-7653

---

**The American Tap**

Happy Hour

11:30-8:00
25¢ Drafts
70¢ Speedrails

On Special
All Day & Night
TANQUERAY & MIXER 70¢

plus our reg. low priced
45¢ Drafts

$2.25 Pitchers

(After Happy Hour)
Kleinau: Time, money needed to further faculty development

By Paula Janzer Walter
Staff Writer

Faculty development is an ongoing process and can only be fostered through time, money, and support from the university's administration, according to Marvin Kleinau, the newly elected president of the Faculty Senate. A continued development of faculty skills is one of Kleinau's major goals in his second term in three years as head of the senate.

"The faculty here works hard at its job. But there are only so many hours and so much money, so we need help from the University in finding the time and money to further develop these skills," he said.

Kleinau said the summer improvement teaching program, the "marvelous" non-sabbatical program and the assistance offered through the Learning Resources Center are examples of the opportunities currently available for faculty members to strengthen or enhance their contributions.

"I hope the Faculty Senate can encourage the administration to see more of these things available," he said.

Kleinau said the morale of the faculty is always linked to pay raises, regardless of the outstanding teaching and research like STU.

"The morale would be marvelous if we would get a 15 to 20 percent raise. This is in times of inflation. It is tough for a lot of faculty to make ends meet. The morale is really strongly related to how good your life is," he said.

Kleinau said a resolution has been submitted to the Senate, requesting that decisions in faculty salary matters be reserved to the faculty themselves.

"Presently, the president's budget advisory committee is made up of a variety of constituencies who argue and vote on what happens to faculty salaries. We have been disappointed that all agencies in the University have been deciding what happens to our salaries," he said.

Other than salaries, however, Kleinau believes the administration has given the faculty a strong voice in issues of an academic nature. He praised the efforts of Vice President for Academic Affairs Frank Horton and hopes Horton's replacement will continue this good faith efforts. Horton has accepted the position of chancellor of the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee effective June 1.

"The pattern Horton has set is a good one. I look for him, the Faculty Senate has been given the opportunity to voice an opinion on almost all issues of an academic nature," Kleinau said.

"We have been involved right down to the final stage of decisions. He has been forthright in trying to create a university with high standards and we had input into those decisions."

Although Kleinau said there is a need for an exchange of information between faculty and students, he admitted that the process by which students evaluate instructors is lacking and not taken very seriously. Kleinau said he was once a member of an undergraduate education committee which brought in a specialist in evaluations to examine the STU forms.

"The specialist said we have one question on the form that is worth the time of day and, felt the weakest single aspect is the lack of open-mindedness because the form directs answers. I agree with him 100 percent. and although we have not found a form to really help us, I believe student response is important," Kleinau added.

Kleinau said that the evaluation forms are a good tool for the faculty and are generally used "when they seek promotion."
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457-2393
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Two injured in Amtrak derailment

GALTON, III. (AP) - An Amtrak train carrying about 200 people derailed Monday in Central Illinois and two passengers were hospitalized.

It was the second accident in five days for the northbound Panama Limited, which jumped the tracks about 10 miles south of Galton Wednesday.

In the latest accident, three cars - a diner and two coaches - derailed as the slow-moving train went through a switch, Amtrak said.

A spokesman at Jarman Hospital in Tuscola said two passengers, both from Chicago, were admitted but did not appear to be seriously hurt.

Amtrak said the train, which was 11 hours late, was going about five miles an hour at the time of the derailment.

Marines called to quell Salvadoran unrest

WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. Marine guards, disarmed a group of Salvadoran rightists who had set up a barricade in front of the San Salvador residence of U.S. Ambassador Robert White, U.S. officials disclosed Monday.

The protesters had set up the barricades on Saturday afternoon, vowing to prevent White from departing the residence until the Salvadoran government released Maj. Robert d'Abuisson, a rightist former military officer who was arrested following an abortive coup attempt on May 2, the officials said.

The officials, who asked not to be identified, said about 300 protesters were initially involved in the demonstration but that the number had dropped sharply by the time the Marine guards ended the incident at 5 a.m. EDT Monday. White left the residence soon thereafter, the officials said.
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**Rating the SIU-C presidential candidates**

By Paula Dumér Walter

The search for a permanent president for SIU-C continues. Four of the five final candidates have visited campus for public and private interviews, and the SIU-C Board of Trustees is set to make final recommendations to Chancellor Schimpf by Oct. 7.

The participation of the University community continues to be important, especially in the submission of those final recommendations to Shaw. He will conduct interviews with faculty, staff, students, alumni and others to get a sense of the campus atmosphere.

The candidates are as follows:

**Robert H. Ford, vice chancellor for research and graduate studies**

Ford is an experienced academic leader with a strong record of research and graduate education. He has served as an administrator at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln and the University of Kansas. Ford is well-regarded for his dedication to research and graduate education, and his ability to work with faculty, staff, and students.

**Gary Brown**

Brown is a former Assistant Professor of Political Science at SIU. He is known for his commitment to public service and his ability to work with a diverse range of stakeholders. Brown is an excellent choice for the position as he has a proven track record of success at the University of Illinois and other institutions.

**Robert C. Quinn, dean of the Pennsylvania State University's Commonwealth Campuses**

Quinn is a respected academic leader with a strong track record of success at the Pennsylvania State University. He is known for his commitment to student success and his ability to work with faculty, staff, and students. Quinn has a proven track record of success at the Pennsylvania State University, and he is well-regarded for his commitment to student success.

The SIU-C community is encouraged to submit their recommendations to Shaw. The recommendations can be submitted by email to pubrec@siu.edu or in writing to 100 University Hall.

---

**Commentary**

Joanna Marks representing the Civil Service Employees Union said that Quinn was supportive of a strong legislative agenda. Though Quinn was cut from the next few years, that's one reason why he was picked at the same time.

The experience of working with Quinn, anything other than faculty was new to him. He was involved in a legislative outgrowth, and was friendly and would be comfortable.

**Peter Alexander, undergraduate Student Organization president**

His pragmatic approach was extremely refreshing. He was personally interested in students. However, he vacillates on voting methods, and at the same time seems to be hard back himself. It didn't think he was real comfortable and he needs to come off a little more comfortable.

**T. Alexander Pond, executive vice president of the State of New York at Stony Brook**

Gary Brown: "Dr. Pond thoroughly impressed all constituents, heads with the scope and depth of his knowledge of SIU. I am convinced that he could walk into Anthony Hall tomorrow and it will be business as usual. The question is, does this University need that kind of business? Pond would run a strong campaign and an institution with a much more differentiable type of leadership would be the conflicts extend already at SIC."

Sam McVay: "He has the presence of someone who can get the job done. He will be as sensitive to the constituents as Pond."

Lawrence Dennis: "He's a style in a man, but he's a very intelligent, thoughtful person, and he might want to dominate more than we're used to, but he wouldn't understand faculty very well."

Joan Marks: "He's very highly qualified, but I feel he also might be comfortable, and I feel he also might become involved in the day to day operations of the university. He is a very strong supporter of artists. He comes from a highly artistic campus, and I don't know if that's good or bad. He is used to them demanding a lot, and it's not that way on this campus."

Pete Alexander: "He is extremely long-winded. He could never make a question within two minutes. He is very process-oriented, an analytic thinker which keeps him from being people-oriented. He definitely did his homework, but was so focused on the negative aspects of the fact that he would 'see the legislature, and probably, the faculty, staff and students.'"

**Albert Somit, executive vice president of SUNY at Buffalo**

He was selected the president in 1974 but repeatedly declined over differences in salary.

Gary Brown: "Dr. Somit combines the skill and the resolve of a strong president with a temperament that will promote collegiality among all segments of the university population. I'm not sure, however, if in the eyes of the Board of Trustees, Dr. Somit is a viable candidate. For the well being of the institution, I hope so."

Sam McVay: "I feel at this point, SUNY needs a presidential identity of a person we can work with. None of the others have that. Mr. Somit has those traits and could do the job that Pond probably could not do."

Lawrence Dennis: "He would work well with the Board of Trustees, the Coalition, the student council, and the Illinoisan, which is a distinct advantage when we're working off-campus."

Joan Marks: "He was very frank and very, very personal. He wasn't as strong on athletics and indicated that he would wait for the results of the board. He is very comfortable working with all groups, and he always has the best of both worlds. His shadow of the last two interviews here should be considered strictly on his qualifications and his experience in the Senate."

Pete Alexander: "Dr. Somit is a planner, but a preeminent thinker and not detail oriented. I don't think we should ever compare this time with last and I'm hoping he will be treated like all the other candidates."
By Carrie Sweeney  
Staff Writer

The sun and snow-covered terrain glittered like crystal in the last light, with only the deep blue sky and the dark mass of what was called "home" to disrupt the white vastness. The 100 mph wind, roaring through the tents, pilled the snow into drifts taller than a man. The sled dogs, nearly frozen from the icy gales that blew below zero temperature, sent howling echoes across the barren land.

Lorei Wells describes this 1929 scene and smiles. The memories are as vivid as yesterday as he recalls the many days and nights spent in the antarctic as a member of Admiral Richard T. Byrd's exploration team.

Wells, a native ot Johnston City and servant for the United States Navy from 1923 to 1931, said he had no idea that he had been selected for the exploration team because he was "just a saltmaker."

"I met Admiral Byrd at the expedition headquarters in Boston. I had been instructed to report, although I didn't know why," he said. Wells explains that he was sitting in the Navy yard, reading a book, when a man approached him and asked, "Do you know you're an admiral?"

"I knew he was an admiral, but I didn't know why," he said. He introduced himself as Byrd and said, "How do you like to go to the Antarctic?" He added, "Until sailing time to decide, and the night before the expedition I said yes."

Wells explained that he introduced himself as Byrd and said, "How do you like to go to the Antarctic? "

Wells was surprised when asked about the cold weather. "Yes, I was cold, but we had the correct clothing with us. We made gloves out of dog fur, made tents out of reindeer and we made boots of a heavy windswept silk named after Admiral Byrd."

Wells added, "We were prepared for the weather."

During the expedition which concluded in 1941, Wells was a meteorologist, photographer and dog team driver. One of his duties, he explained, was to check on the weather instruments.

"Every day I went out to the darkness to see a series of thermometers in Little America. There was about four and a half months of total darkness and total daylight."

The sun disappears about March and comes back sometime in August. "You had to get used to feeling your way around in that darkness."

"When on the ice, it was rough," Wells said. "At the end of my tent I reached for my snow skis."

The return journey to Little America was as difficult as it was to venture beyond camp. Sometimes the wind would blow your feet right out from under you.

Loren Wells, a Johnston City native, was a member of Admiral Byrd's antarctic exploration team.
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South Pole frozen in memory of Johnston City man
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Three families seek damages when life-after-death plan fails

CHATSWORTH, Calif. (AP) - The lure of life after death proved a trap for the families of three dead people whose frozen bodies were to be preserved at a cemetery here until they could be revived, said an attorney.

Instead, the bodies rotted inside their cryo tanks, causing the families disinterestment and grief, said Westwood lawyer Michael Worthington.

Three families represented by Worthington have filed suit in Los Angeles County Superior Court, seeking $10 million in punitive damages, $50,000 for emotional suffering plus several thousand dollars in expenses.

Worthington says it's a story with elements from science-fiction tales or late-night horror movies about mad scientists.

He believes it was faith in cryogenics, the freezing of bodies for revival in the future when cure is available for fatal diseases, that led families to entrust to deceased loved ones to the now-defunct Cryonics Society of California.

The bodies, among those of two children and a 24-year-old man, were to be kept frozen with liquid nitrogen in an underground mausoleum at Wood Memorial Park in Los Angeles County.

In the hopes that someday those people would live again.

But even if cryogenics or cryonics, as the society dubbed its process, is someday perfected, these now people will never be revived.

When investigators opened the tomb in March instead of a gleaming white-and-steel laboratory, they found badly deteriorated bodies in wooden shipping boxes. Worthington said.

The families, suit, alleging breach of contract, fraud and negligent misrepresentation, names the former Cryonics Society of California, the affiliated Cryonic Initiative Inc., the two groups' former president, Robert Nelson, and former director Joseph Klockgether of Buena Park.

Newport Beach attorney Robert Winterthorpe, speaking on behalf of Nelson, told a different story.

"Everyone knew that it was an experimental venture. What happened was that the heirs made promises of a financial nature and they didn't keep them and the society had to shut off the cure system," Winterthorpe said.

John Hager, a Los Angeles attorney representing Klockgether, said his client shouldn't be named in the suit. He said Klockgether was simply performing services as a corporation for Nelson and in many cases, he wasn't even paid for what he did.

The purported possibilities of cryonics began attracting interest in the early 1970s. Despite costs ranging as high as $30,000, people were attracted by brochures such as that of the society.

"Not simply can you have a positive chance of surviving clinical death," the brochure said. "That chance was enough to attract the families of two dying children, a boy from Orange County, Calif., and 8-year-old Genevieve Dunlop of Canada, who died of cancer in 1972."

But the lawsuits were filed by a young man, a couple in their 30s and several elderly persons from as far away as Iowa, Michigan and New York, all of whom had terminal illnesses.

K.C. set for Du Quoin fair

K.C. and the Sunshine Band have been signed to perform at the Du Quoin State Fair's traditional T-Shirts on Sale. The fair runs from August 8 to 14.
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Antarctic exploration trip frozen
in memory of Johnson City man

(Continued from Page 5) under you," he added.

"There were some pretty bad
winter storms up there in
nowhere." Wells said with a
serious face. "Sometimes therind
wind blew over 100 mph and
the temperature would get
down around 157 degrees below
zero. We were only 156 miles
from the magnetic south pole,
you know." Wells said.

"We couldn't lay anything
down outside," he added. "If
you did, it would be covered by
snow in an hour. The snow was
continually drifting.

"Several years after we left
Little America, the ice our
camp was settled on broke
away from the iceberg and
floated out to
sea. A helicopter
sighted the camp, which
was split in two. We were
lucky," he exclaimed.

Sitting in his room at
Southern Manor, newspaper
clippings and photographs
sprawled all around him. Wells'
eyes sparkled as he talked of the
journey. With deserved pride he
recalled the highlight of his
experiences in the antarctic: his
participation in a threemonth
glaciology survey.

Another rewarding ex-
sperience, Wells explained, was
personally knowing Admiral
Byrd, who commanded the
expedition. Admiral he
said, "was a very kind fellow.

"Byrd never asked anyone to
do something he wouldn't
attempt himself. He was an
all-around good sport. I had the
honor of knowing him well
because we slept in the same
tent for about four days while
looking for a new campsite.

During this particular ex-
pedition, he explained, and the
camp members of the 1,800-mile
trail trip saw land never before
seen.

The friendship that developed
between the admiral and Wells
was not forgotten by Byrd, who
personally recommended to
President Harry Truman that
Wells receive commendation
for his services. By an act of
Congress, Wells and seven
others from the team were
awarded gold medals for their

service to the Navy.

Wells smiles as he remem-
bers the January 21, 1948
ceremony aboard the USS
Union. The smile, however, is
quickly clouded as he speaks of
the personal loss he felt when
Byrd passed away a few years
ago.

"He was a great guy and I'm
lucky to have known him," said
Wells.
Man loses 'reverse paternity' suit

The woman and her husband, a researcher for an educational testing firm, who were out of town on business, had been having trouble conceiving a child according to testimony.

The woman's lawyer, a part-time university instructor and student, called nine witnesses and presented 21 exhibits for evidence showing that the couple had conceived the pregnancy in the five-day trial which ended Wednesday before Judge Reimund J. Holzer.

The woman chose to present no defense, contending that the boarder had not sufficiently proven his case.

The boarder, introduced several notes and letters from the mother and also mailed the baby's first pair of shoes to him. He showed the boarder's own photograph of him and the baby carried the inscription 'creator and protector' on it.

Blood tests were not allowed into evidence under state law. They could be admitted into evidence only to disprove paternity. State law presumes that a child born during marriage is legitimate and can only be proved otherwise by 'establishing and producing undisputable proof' that the husband was sterile or had no sexual relations with the mother.

The presumption of legitimacy is powerful indeed, and the judge wrote in explaining the decision.

The lover contended that with no blood tests "there is no evidence" and said he will appeal. He is divorced and the father of two children from that marriage. He said blood tests showed a strong indication that he was the child's father.

He said he has not seen the child since April 167.

New student trustee starting to become familiar with duties

By Charity Gould

CHICAGO - A boarder who lived with a now-divorced parochial school teacher and her husband lost his reverse paternity court battle for custody of the woman's 5-year-old daughter, which he said he fathered.

The woman and her husband, a researcher for an educational testing firm, who were out of town on business, had been having trouble conceiving a child according to testimony.

The woman's lawyer, a part-time university instructor and student, called nine witnesses and presented 21 exhibits for evidence showing that the couple had conceived the pregnancy in the five-day trial which ended Wednesday before Judge Reimund J. Holzer.

The woman chose to present no defense, contending that the boarder had not sufficiently proven his case.

The boarder, introduced several notes and letters from the mother and also mailed the baby's first pair of shoes to him. He showed the boarder's own photograph of him and the baby carried the inscription 'creator and protector' on it.

Blood tests were not allowed into evidence under state law. They could be admitted into evidence only to disprove paternity. State law presumes that a child born during marriage is legitimate and can only be proved otherwise by 'establishing and producing undisputable proof' that the husband was sterile or had no sexual relations with the mother.

The presumption of legitimacy is powerful indeed, and the judge wrote in explaining the decision.

The lover contended that with no blood tests "there is no evidence" and said he will appeal. He is divorced and the father of two children from that marriage. He said blood tests showed a strong indication that he was the child's father.

He said he has not seen the child since April 167.
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CHICAGO - A boarder who lived with a now-divorced parochial school teacher and her husband lost his reverse paternity court battle for custody of the woman's 5-year-old daughter, which he said he fathered.

The woman and her husband, a researcher for an educational testing firm, who were out of town on business, had been having trouble conceiving a child according to testimony.

The woman's lawyer, a part-time university instructor and student, called nine witnesses and presented 21 exhibits for evidence showing that the couple had conceived the pregnancy in the five-day trial which ended Wednesday before Judge Reimund J. Holzer.

The woman chose to present no defense, contending that the boarder had not sufficiently proven his case.

The boarder, introduced several notes and letters from the mother and also mailed the baby's first pair of shoes to him. He showed the boarder's own photograph of him and the baby carried the inscription 'creator and protector' on it.

Blood tests were not allowed into evidence under state law. They could be admitted into evidence only to disprove paternity. State law presumes that a child born during marriage is legitimate and can only be proved otherwise by 'establishing and producing undisputable proof' that the husband was sterile or had no sexual relations with the mother.

The presumption of legitimacy is powerful indeed, and the judge wrote in explaining the decision.

The lover contended that with no blood tests "there is no evidence" and said he will appeal. He is divorced and the father of two children from that marriage. He said blood tests showed a strong indication that he was the child's father.

He said he has not seen the child since April 167.
New Daily Egyptian editor-in-chief plans to stress ‘basics of reporting’

Jeff Goffinet, a senior in journalism and political science from Benton, has been chosen student editor of the Daily Egyptian for summer semester.

The 20-year-old Goffinet was selected for the post by the Daily Egyptian Policy and Review Board. A news editor and make-up supervisor for five seasons at the DE, Goffinet has also worked as a police and city government reporter for the Benton Evening News.

As editor-in-chief of the Daily Egyptian, Goffinet said he plans to stress ‘basics of reporting’ and to keep the campus informed through in-depth interviews and ‘frequent contact with Anthony Hall.’

Keeping readers informed about the ongoing study of intercollegiate athletics and its future status will also be on Goffinet’s list of priorities.

The Democratic and Republican party conventions and the elections will be featured with an emphasis on advancing community and campus events. Goffinet’s major in-house goal will be to give added emphasis on the basics of reporting and editing that will make the paper even better...

Gerontology class added to summer course schedule

A special seminar on gerontology has been added to the summer class schedule, according to Tara Ehrlich, professor of social welfare.

The supervised practicum and internship seminar, to be conducted by Ehrlich, will allow students to explore through practice or research a problem related to aging.

The gerontology class and practicum program is sponsored jointly by the College of Human Resources and the College of Education.

Nine students were awarded certificates recently. They are Carol Christenson, Brenda Daniels, Andrew Frederiksen, Sandra Fisher, Brad Gehrt, Dawn Grant-Kabre, Kurt Hoevel, Susan Merrow, Reabe, and Henry Preer.

TUNE UP now at a savings
BEFORE YOUR CAR TUNES OUT and costs you money down the road

25% off (for most cars)

ENGINE TUNE-UP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1975 models (and newer)</th>
<th>High Energy Ignition</th>
<th>Regular Ignition (1974 models and prior)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$21.00</td>
<td>4 cyl. reg $28.00</td>
<td>$32.25 reg $43.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$28.50</td>
<td>6 cyl. reg $53.00</td>
<td>$41.25 reg $55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$45.00</td>
<td>8 cyl. reg $60.00</td>
<td>$60.00 reg $58.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Includes GM tune-up kit with new spark plugs & ignition points and condenser. (As required) adjustments to engine timing, dwell angle, carburetor, and choke are made with our advanced engine equipment. Lifetime on time gear set $10.00 extra.

Offer good now thru 5-19-80

GM QUALITY SERVICE PARTS

KEEP THAT GREAT GM FEELING WITH GENUINE GM PARTS

Vic Koenig Chevrolet

1040 E. Main

997-5470/529-1000
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Philadelphia cop becomes expert at being the bait to trap criminals

PHILADELPHIA, PA -
The old immigrant, bowler frame leaning into a raw spring wind, headed down the street, a look of vigilance and a stern look in his valise.

A lean young man, maybe 15, eyes him from the shadow of a hawker. Across the street an unseen man. A man with a big gun, waited frozen behind a bush on an old iron railroad embankment.

"Writer in white shoes, whisper, the big man at a young age stepped into the sun. "Nice looks he's on." The old man started across the street, bent in half now by the wind. The young man followed his sneaker's straining out the old man's crooked path.

The writer, the man with the gun was running up the embankment and over the tracks, to the legs of steps leading out a pedestrian tunnel, he was as early to spring.

But it didn't go down that day.

The old man emerged from the tunnel, something spoke to him. He said to the man with the gun. Then he pounded his fist, "You're not going to take that back", he said. He straightened up and there it was, every man in the world to see, stood this town's mayor.

For 10 years, Bobby Hurst has crossed the shady side of the street, days dressed like the immigrant, others like a granger of business executive, an insurance salesman, a cabbie, a nun, a bus driver, a sailor, a watermelon vendor, a bum. Anything to get robbed and mugged.

And always he was shepherded by big men with big guns, undercover cops with large magneto and walkie-talkies, moving in at the last second to arrest these big somethings to save Hurst's life.

He's been beaten with knives and straight edge razors 90 times, cut badly enough right times to be hospitalized. He's been shot at 10 times, hit four, had gun barrels stick in his ear.

He's been beaten senseless, attacked with machetes, scissors, meat cleavers, wood, baseball bat, chair legs, a ball and chain, knocked unconscious with a frozen mackerel wrapped in a newspaper.

"Somebody's got to do it," he said. "Somebody's got to get the doors off the streets." He walks, a father of four, playing the street like a rodeo clown, living society's crazed insults.

At age 41, Hurst has mastered deception. The other night, a beat patrolman showed him off the corner, not realizing the drunk looter was a fellow cop. On a night not long before, two men dragged him inside an abandoned house and tried to rape him.

"I was in my grainy disguise," he said. "I was a drunk who might die."

And one of them says, "Damn, this bitch is strong."
Don't be confused about where to sell your books. Ask a friend and they will tell you that 710 is the store that pays TOP CASH.

We'll pay top price for your textbooks, no matter where you bought them.

"When students compare, We gain a customer."
Tight money puts pressure on retailers

NEW YORK AP American consumer appears to be keeping a tight clutch on their pocket-needs, and big retailers are feeling the squeeze.

Two of the nation's three largest retail chains recently reported declines in March, and companies reporting gains said the increases were the smallest of the year.

Discounters continued to turn in better performances than other stores as the economy slowed. Stores that rely on credit sales and such big-ticket items as appliances suffered as the Federal Reserve imposed controls on consumer credit.

The sales reports came as a new survey found consumer confidence in the U.S. economy dipped in April to its lowest level since the 1974-75 recession. The Conference Board survey also found consumers sharply curtailed their purchasing plans.

The Conference Board, a business-oriented, non-profit research organization, said a check of 5,000 households found a consumer confidence index of 51.2, down from 51.5 in March. The survey said 25.4 percent of households planned to buy a major appliance down from 32.5 percent, and 2.3 percent planned a car purchase down from 9.6 percent, and 2.2 percent planned to buy a house down from 2.4 percent.

Sears Roebuck & Co., the largest retailer in the nation, found that demand heated up on credit sales, said sales for the four weeks ending April 3 were $2.2 billion down 4.2 percent from last year. It was the first such year-to-year decline for Sears since August.

John M. Penney Co. No. 3 among retailers, sales for the period fell 3.5 percent to $7.8 million.

John M. Penney said "a decline in credit sales in April contributed significantly to the company's disappointing performance" and cited the consumer confidence atmosphere that followed the Federal Reserve's consumer credit program.

Thomas confesses to priests, bishop

TANNING, Mich AP With testing a manager and four priests sitting beside him, entertainer Danny Thomas confessed.

He really hates no caffeine coffee even though he used to peddle it on television.

And, he .hated coffee - Thomas told a startled audience Friday at a three-plate fund raiser for Catholic Charities.

"It's the only time I was ever untruthful," Thomas said.

Buy one WHOPPER sandwich, get another WHOPPER free.

Please present this coupon before ordering. Limit one coupon per customer. Not valid on senior citizen's meal. Void where prohibited by law. Other restrictions apply. Exp. May 17th. Good only at 901 W. Main Carbondale.
Civil Service employee ballots should be returned by May 21

Deadline for returning ballots for the Civil Service Employees Council election is May 21. Ballots should be returned through campus mail.

All Civil Service employees can vote for representatives in their sector. Any employee who has not received a ballot should contact M. L. Adam at 536-3311.

Running from financial affairs are Frank H. Corf, Jeanne A. Eaton, and Carol Emme, all from general accounting. Candidates from University relations, presidential administration, computing services, and Medical School—Carbondale are Nancy J. Nelson, development and services. Regina F. Shand, and John Smith.

Candidates from student affairs are Betty A. Stanley, and Charles W. Gardner. Arnold Ross and Patricia McVey, all from housing; Joe A. Moore, student health program; Phillip Lindberg, Student Center and Sharon C. Hamilton, student life.

Running from the School of Medicine—Springfield are Jeff Hall, DORISS Ruth A. Montermino, medical education; Roger Fickas, grounds; Debbie M. Dixon, central services; Terry S. Blakemon, copy duplicating, and Susan Jacobs, clinical services.

From academic affairs the candidates are Joanne Marks, liberal arts-dean’s office; James D. McKeown, broadcast service; George F. Spiegel, photography; Jacqueline J. Goepfert, crime and corrections; Elizabeth Ford, physical education; Khadi Regnum.

Morris Library, Loretta J. Barnett, Center for Basic Skills; Bonnie Loh, human development and Marjorie Conway, Morris Library.

The candidates from campus services are James Allen Smith, Leo C. Beil, and Emma Ritch, all from the Physical Plant; Julia Biny; telephone service; and George Taylor, travel service.

Golden tans could lead to skin cancer

Dr. Molten-P. The risk, golden tan sought by many people, may hold the potential for skin cancer, according to researchers who studied various types of cancer in different age groups.

Writing in the Archives of Dermatology of the American Medical Association, Dr. Peter V. Vitaliano of the University of Washington in Seattle said older people who tan poorly have an increased risk of skin cancer from tanning.

Although he said excessive exposure increases the risk of skin cancer, Vitaliano said some people are much more likely to get skin cancer from excessive tanning than others. There apparently is no immunity from skin cancer because Vitaliano said that with sufficient exposure, anyone is at substantial risk.

He said the effects of exposure take 20 years or more to become evident. A young sun enthusiast should be aware of the consequences of repeated exposures, Vitaliano warned, especially if the person does not tan easily.

MALIBU VILLAGE

Two Locations:

1000 E. Park & Rt. 51 South
NOW TAKING SUMMER
AND FALL CONTRACTS
9 month & 1 year leases
- No utility deposit at South location
- Near campus
- Air conditioned
- Clean and quiet surroundings
- Natural gas at South location

Sorry No Pets
For Further Info Call: 457-8383

Keep Your Car Road Ready
Pre vacation check with coupon

Check cooling system
Change oil
Inspect exhaust system
Lubricate chassis
Check air and fuel filters
Check washers and wipers
Check battery cables

$12.50 plus filter expires 5/30/90

Computer Wheel Balance

with coupon

$5.00 per wheel
expires 5/30/90

55 Point Safety & Diagnostic Inspection

Engine-Mechanical, Electrical and
A/C, Tires, Brakes, Carburetor,
Steering and Suspension Com-
ponents, Conveyor Belts, etc.

$12.50 expires 5/30/90

 Tonight

25¢
DRAFTS

NO COVER

Happy Hour 3-8 pm in
Game Room & Beer Garden
25¢ Drafts
$1.50 Pitchers

315 S. Illinois
529-3217

BUICK-HONDA-RENAULT

OPEL-AMC-JEEP INC

“Free rides furnished to and from Carbondale.”

Rt. 13 East of
Carbondale
Call 549-5221
CIRCLE PARK MANOR

**NOW RENTING FOR Summer Occupancy**

Efficiency, 1 bdrm & 3 bdrm, furn or unfurn, A.C., swimming pool & LAUNDROMAT ON PREMISES. Call for appl. to see the apt.

$529-1741

**CARTERSVILLE, **Efficiency Apartments, furnished, utilities paid, immediate occupancy. Crossroads, Rte 15 S. 354-1593.

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT

NEAR mall on Giant City Hwy. $425 for summer. Students preferred. Call 469-4304.

ONE BEDROOM CENTRALLY located, recently remodeled, $350.00, available June 1st. Call 469-4304.

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT

$125.00 per month plus utilities. 543-1183.

**EFFICIENCY APARTMENT FOR rent Summer 1986. Furnished, utilities paid, close to Stetson and large back yard. Call 469-4304.**

**Houses**

**STUDENT RENTALS FOR FALL**

3 and 4 bedroom houses close to campus. Call between 4:00 and 5:00 PM.

529-1082 549-6880

**LUXURY 3 BEDROOM furnished, on corner, 3 full baths, formal living, dining room, all carpet, central air, garage, fireplace. Available June 1st. Call 354-1183.

**REALLY NICE 3 BEDROOM furnished, all utilities paid, central air, fireplace, garage, patio, Murphy beds. Available June 1st, call 354-1183.

**LOVELY 3 BEDROOM Carpenters, 2 blocks from campus. Grad Available June or July. Call 354-1183.**

**Carbondale Discount**

One bedroom, un furnished. Two bedrooms, unfurnished, house with carport.

Three bedrooms, unfurnished, house with carport.

**FREE 3 BEDROOM house, central air, furnished, big yard, right across from campus. Ask about pet charge.**

**KNOLLCREST RENTALS**

8 & 10 width $70 & up

Apartment, good for summer & fall.

DAILY $75 - $120

487-2976

**FREE BUS**

7 RUNS DAILY

Rt. 51 North 549-2000

**Rental Contracts**

**Now Available Summer and Fall (available)**

**1986 KNOLLCREST RENTALS**

**Nice Furnished & Carpeted Energy saving (no C.F.)**

**Knoollcrest Nice & Quiet Setting**

For more information or appointment to see

529-1740

University Heights

Mobile Home Est.

Women own mobile park (Park St.)

Rental fee: $185

Some also country location and Houses available. Sorry, we do not accept pets.

For further information, call 529-1586

**TRAILERS**

$100-$180 per month

549-3374
JOHN HENRY STAFF WRITER

In recognition of his efforts to better the status of senior citizens in Carbondale, Mayor Hans Smith has presented the inaugural "Senior Citizen of the Year" award to an elderly resident of the city.

Thomson acknowledged Monday that "some problems remain to be worked out" by the council, but said he was pleased with the progress made so far.

"I think we're getting close to reaching an agreement," he said.

"There was a lot of discussion and debate, but in the end we came to a consensus on this important issue," Thomson added.

"I'm proud of our council members for their hard work and dedication to improving the quality of life for our senior citizens," he concluded.

---

**Tom Thomson's Council Meeting Notes**

- Discussed the proposed changes to the senior citizen program
- Voting on the annual budget for the senior center
- Reviewing the ongoing issues with the community center
- Updating the council on the latest developments in the city's senior housing initiatives

---

**Mayor Thomson's Statement**

"I am committed to ensuring that our senior citizens have access to the resources and support they need to live a fulfilling and independent life," he said. "I believe that this award is a small step towards acknowledging the contributions and sacrifices that these individuals have made over the years."

"We must continue to work together as a community to address the needs of our elderly residents," Thomson concluded.
Bringing government to students
one goal of USO president-elect

Robert Quane and Paul Matalonis

By Harri Gould
Staff Writer

He doesn't like the title Undergraduate Student Organization, the constitution could stand some amending, the USO newsletter, the stormer, has been canned.

A new man is in office.

Paul Matalonis, a senior in electrical science and business economics, is the new student president. He succeeds Joe Alexander.

Matalonis ran on the Maverick Party ticket which as over 300 members, including 2 senators, and he says, "If it weren't for the party, I probably wouldn't have been elected.

"Persistence was our key point. We're not radical, but we're dedicated. We stood on our own.

But Quane, the new student vice president, said three issues which the Mavericks want to address are students instead of ignoring them. We solve student problems instead of creating them, and persistence is the guiding light, "

Using this as a measure, Matalonis, 21, looks at the present structure of student government like this:

Although he doesn't like the name USO, Matalonis is going to keep it because "I don't want to go through the process of changing it.

Matalonis doesn't want to spend time changing the constitution either.

"I'm not going to have a new constitution, but I am going to analyze the old one and may make some amendments.

"Instead of The Informer, Matalonis says he is going to use the Daily Egyptian as the "voice of the government."

"Everyone reads the DE," Matalonis said. "I never heard of The Informer until after I started campaigning. We're going to use a quarter page in the DE to get our ideas across."

Matalonis and Quane have several goals for the next year including a student phone directory, a book coop, and a student tenant union.

They also want every student to know what USO is. They want 30 percent attendance at senate meetings. They want to maintain good relations with the city, and they plan to attend at least one meeting of every recognized student organization.

Quane, who will chair the senate meetings, said he will keep a tighter control over the senate.

"Too many senators get too emotional. It seems the senate has been run very loosely this year. I want to take a different approach," he said.

Matalonis will have USO representatives attending all major recognized student organization meetings. He said he will attend at least one meeting of all organizations on campus during his term.

Health News...

Neurothloplia Or Pinched Nerve;
Either Way It's Trouble

By Dr. Roy S. White
Doctor of Chiropractic

Recently it has become fashionable to call disorders of the nervous system by their proper medical term. Maybe to some it is a status symbol to have a problem with their spine. Unfortunately it is sometimes misleading in the case of neurothloplia.

Dr. White truly is a national health problem. Well then what is neurothloplia, let me answer that with a series of questions.

Are you nervous, irritable suffer from frequent headache, dizziness, find your thinking is not clear, experience pain in your neck, shoulders arms back or legs do you often feel or tightness in your chest pain between your shoulders when you take a deep breath or do you suffer with a nervous stomach? If you can answer one or more of these symptoms then you have neurothloplia, there is also a good chance you have neurothloplia.

The symptoms for this illness can be caused by a vertebral misalignment. Your spinal nerves that transmit the work directly from the spinal cord are protected by vertebrae. Often, sprains or fairly serious pain causes a misalignment of these vertebrae and a pinched nerve which can produce these symptoms. To illustrate nervous function consider an individual seated with one leg crossed over the other.

After sitting in that position for a while he tries to stand up only to suddenly realize that one leg was asleep. If you've ever experienced local pain and pressure on pinching, this temporarily disrupted the normal nerve and blood supply to the affected leg. Of course, a person corrects a sleeping limb simply by allowing a short period of time for restoration of normal function.

However, it is not so simple when an individual has a pinched nerve. Using an arm for example, early signs of this problem, may be only a slight numbness or tingling. But if left untreated pain can develop in the arm and fingers and there can be weakness, muscle shrinkage and even paralysis.

All in all it is apparent that no matter how fancy the name of the ailment it can become a painful serious reminder that an individual needs proper effective treatment and care. We urge it be Chiropractic.

Do you have a question? Write or call...

Dr. Roy S. White
C.O. Carbondale
Chiropractic Clinic
101 S. Washington
Carbondale, Illinois 62901
618-457-8127

MAY COUPON
Hair Shaping.............. $7.50
Permanent wave........ $25-$35
includes trim and style
(laid with Chris & Cindy thru May 31)

Beautiful People
Southgate Studio
$49.50

FREE A&W Burger

University Mall
Highway 13 East
Carbondale

with the purchase of
Large Fries & Med.
Size Drink
$1.07 plus tax

Meal Deal From
A&W

REGISTERED NURSES

Join Herrin Hospital Nurse Registry

*No Benefits, Top Area, Hourly Rate
*Flexible schedule written by you
*Free fee, E.U. Inhouse

BECOME PART OF THE AREA'S FINEST
FAMILY CENTERED MEDICAL TEAM

You can live cheaper in Herrin
Only 20 minutes from campus

Call Collect 942-2171 Ext. 405
Personnel Office
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Islanders to meet Flyers for NHL championship

UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP)—Bill Smith smiled a winner's smile and slapped off a three-word phrase. He stood shirtless in the New York Islanders' dressing room and said, "Four more wins." In the instant it took to make that statement, the New York netminder summed up the task before him and his Islanders teammates—a task they face for the first time in their eight National Hockey League seasons. Four more victories will mean a Stanley Cup championship and an end to the frustrations of the team that has been at least one victory short of lifting the coveted trophy.

"We could have been there before," center Bryan Trottier said. "We've been knocked because we took the easy way a couple of times—and maybe we did.

Now the Islanders are in the playoff final against the Philadelphia Flyers, and they hit the hard way by showing they could play any type of game, showing they could come from behind, showing they no longer depended only on their key players...by beating Los Angeles, Boston, and, Saturday night, the Buffalo Sabres.

"For all of you people who have been saying that our club has been choking all the time, just remember this one," Coach Al Arbour said Saturday night after his Islanders had beaten Buffalo, 5-2, in the semifinal set 4-2 and pulled within four victories of a title.

They survived a pair of early goals by Buffalo's Olle Perreault, roared back against a Buffalo team that set a torrid pace in the opening period, and lugged themselves to this final threshold.

"We were gambling, no doubt," Arbour said. "We were going to skate with them."
DE hearts are broken in media softball contest

Despite being in Little Egypt, with St. Louis right up the road, SIU seems to harbor an abnormal number of Chicago Cub fans. It's a good thing too, because the recent season of second-division finishes and the outrageously lovable ramblings of their man in the Candlestick Park press box did much to uplift the spirits of the Daily Egyptian office.

I never could understand where they got their inner fortitude, their abiding faith in a team they know doesn't have a chance. Of course, it helps to have a gym that looks like the Daily Egyptian office.

But I understand the Cub fans' mentality over the weekend during the traditional love-hate relationship known as the Media Bowl. It's the actual athletic struggle between the Daily Egyptian and the Springfield News Sentinel, from downstate.

Just as the Cubs have found ways to end their seasons early, so has the DE found ways to lose. Last season, Mark Pabich of the DE hit a game-winning double in the bottom of the ninth inning in which he thought had driven in the game-winner.

But his cross country team has turned in some very promising results. Pabich set the course record at a symposium earlier in the week just to play psychological warfare games with us.

You know. Farrar said. "The Media Bowl is the one thing that keeps me going to SIU. After spring semester, I always look forward to coming back in the fall so we can beat you guys in football.

WIZ-U had its share of new faces, too, including a seasoned broadcast veteran in Charlie Warner, a guest lecturer and former manager of WNBC in New York and a fuels specialist with DE. Charlie was listed as a third baseman, but he was an unknown quantity on the diamond until he got under way.

"Charlie. Warner. "We came in the clutch for us," Farrar said later. "We put him in strictly for defensive purposes in the ninth inning, and he made three game-saving plays in the field. WIZ-U "jumped out" in front 5-0, but we tied it in the sixth. One of the most exciting comebacks had to be Paul's RBIs double off the left field fence. Mark defining himself for last year's game-winner that wasn't. WIZ-U went up a run in the eighth, but Paul Reis, recently signed on waivers from the R-TV Department, drove home the tying run.

"The game was definitely in doubt at that point," Farrar admitted. "That is, until I made the catch in the bottom of the ninth."

Oh, yeah. It's one I and DE fans everywhere have had nightmares about. After WIZ-U failed to score in the ninth, the DEs prepared to put up a comeback. But it never happened.

With two outs in the ninth, Paul Reis was at bat. I suddenly realized that with the winning run at second, I could end three years of the DE's athletic futility with one swing.

"I can see it now. I thought to myself. "Kane's single ends DE's athletic futility."

It almost happened, but I forgot to "hit 'em where they ain't." Farrar grabbed my line drive to send it to center field.

I really enjoy this game," Farrar said. "I think the journalism and R-T departments at SIU are two of the nation's best. In the Media Bowl, you're playing with guys you work with every day. It adds a little something to it. I think."

"Wait til next year. Phil."

By Rod Smith
Staff Writer

Since the beginning of the SIU sports season, men's track and cross country, Coach Lew Hartzog has been very cautious when trying to predict the fortunes of his primarily freshmen men teams in forthcoming meets.

But his cross country team qualified for nationals, too. The indoor track team won the Missouri Valley Conference and qualified two athletes for the NCAA championships, and the outdoor team has turned in some very good performances in the Kansas and Drake Relays and has not shown signs of slowing down.

Finally, Hartzog confessed that his team is the one to beat in the Missouri Valley Conference outdoor championships. Following Saturday's events, Salukis' head-up. They're ready to win it."

"We're going to win," a confident Hartzog said. "Our kids are running extremely well. We had the weekend off and really had a great workout week. all of the best we've had in years. The kids really burshed. They're ready to go."

The Salukis will be shooting for their sixth straight outdoor title. They racked up 165 points in winning the outdoor title, compared to 126 for second-place Indiana State. The Salukis' primary competition, according to Hartzog, is the Salukis.

The Salukis will be without Mike DeMatteo, indoor conference champion in the pole vault, who injured himself last week in practice, and spriner Michael Hamilton, who also had knee surgery.

Freshman Marvin Hinton, who has qualified for both the men's team in the 800 and mile, and 1,500 meters in the indoor meet, is not the favorite to win any events, but he is expected to do well in steeplechase.

Salukis' first-year coach hopes to win the MVC championship in his first year, but that's a little optimistic, he said.

"We basically have a bunch of freshmen on the team," Hartzog said. "I think we can have a good team this year."

"We're encouraging our players to continue where they left off," Gottfried said.

By Scott Stahmer
Sports Editor

It would be logical to assume that basketball Head Coach Joe Gottfried will be resting and reliving his summer. Not so, though. Gottfried has signed two recruits for next year, and he coach seems entitled to a little time off this season.

Not a chance. Gottfried months as busy for the Salukis than any other time of the year. Gottfried months are almost as busy for the Salukis as the winter months are for the basketball coaches. Not only do they have a higher number of high school and college players than any other off-season, but they have to coach them during the summer as well.
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